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Across
5. Submitted for your _________.
7. The narrator and creator
8. Season 1, Episode 3: "Mr. Denton on _______"

11. There is a _________ dimension.
14. From Episode 1, Season 1, "Where is

Everybody?": "The barrier of _________ -- that's
one thing we haven't licked yet."

15. The original writer of the short story that inspired
the episode titled "An Occurrence at Owl Creek
Bridge"

17. The television network that originally aired The
Twilight Zone

   Down
1. Episode titled "The __________ Sun" in which the

earth falls out of orbit
2. The name of the nursing home in the episode

"Kick the Can": __________ Rest
3. A young _________ __________ plays this

endearing personification of death in the episode
"Nothing in the Dark"

4. The names of the two characters who find each
other on a deserted planet in the episode "Probe 7--
Over and Out"

6. Episode titled "The _________ Man" in which a
librarian living in a totalitarian society is sentenced
to death



24. From the episode "Living Doll": "My name is
talky ____, and I am going to kill you."

27. Creature on the wing of the plan in "Nightmare at
20,000 Feet"

29. Appears in four episode of The Twilight Zone,
including "Time Enough at Last," "The Obsolete
Man," Mr. Dingle the Strong," and "Printer's
Devil."

30. The vehicle of death for Elizabeth Powell in the
episode "Twenty-Two"

31. From Season 1, Episode 20 titled "Elegy," Mr.
Wickwire's haunting quote: "Where there are men,
there can be no ______"

35. Episode titled "It's a Good Life" in which a little
boy named Anthony can wish people away into
the __________

36. From the episode "A Game of Pool": "The
_______ doesn't die because the man does"

38. The original writer of the episode "I Sing the Body
Electric"

41. In the episode titled "Death's-Head Revisited,"
Becker's quote to S.S. Captain Lutze: "But this is
only the beginning, Captain. Only the beginning.
Your final judgement will come from ______"

42. One writer of the original series, Charles
________.

43. Who Serling originally wanted to narrate the
show.

44. The name of the astronaut who gets caged in the
episode titled "People Are Alike All Over"

46. In the episode "Back There," a man finds he has
gone back in time, and he tries to save the life of
this assassinated president

49. Episode title "A Stop at ________"; also a town
Serling passed through frequently in his own life

51. Wrote the original music score for the show;
Bernard ___________.

52. The episode "The Passersby" takes place at the
end of the ______ War

53. From the episode "The Hitch-Hiker": "Going
_____ ______?"

56. The identity of the tiny robot creatures who
sabotage a woman in her own home in the episode
"The Invaders"; the emblem on the side of their
UFO

57. where Marsha White purchases a scratched gold
thimble in the episode "The After Hours"

60. The holiday on which Serling was born.
61. Serling tells us after Miss Tyler's "failed

procedure" that "beauty is in the eye of the

9. Episode titled "The _______" in which a family
must participate in a Mardi Gras party in order to
acquire their dying father/grandfather's inheritance

10. Serling quotes Shakespeare's "The Merchant of
Venice" in the closing narration of the episode "A
Quality of Mercy": "The quality of mercy is not
__________. It dropped as the gentle rain from
heaven upon the place beneath."

12. The name of the dog in the episode titled "The
Hunt"

13. The staff of _______; Brother Jerome uses it to
cage "The Howling Man"

16. Episode titled "Will the Real ________ Please
Stand Up" in which a group of people in a diner
try to identify which of them is not human

18. Episode titled "The _________" in which two men
bet on whether one of them can stay silent for an
entire year

19. The name of the "man" who saves Joey Crowne in
the episode "A Passage for Trumpet"

20. Season 1, Episode 14: "_____ from the Sun"
21. Number of total seasons
22. Jack ________, also known as Joey Crowne, Max

Phillips, Jesse Cardiff, and Captain Ross.
23. From the closing narration in "The Monsters are

Due on Maple Street," "There are weapons that are
simply thoughts, attitudes, _________ to be found
only in the minds of men"

25. From the episode "Walking Distance," Robert
Sloan says to Martin Sloan, "You've been looking
behind you, Martin. Try looking _______."

26. You unlock this door with the key of
___________.

28. In the episode "The New Exhibit," one of Martin's
prized wax figures is the London serial killer Jack
the _________.

32. From the episode "Five Characters in Search of an
Exit," the clown says, "That's one thing we have
an abundance of-- ___________"

33. Episode titled "The Big Tall ______" was the first
television episode in history to feature a
predominately black cast.

34. In this episode titled "Nick of Time," William
Shatner plays a man who goes into a diner with his
wife and finds a mystic ______

37. In the episode "The Changing of the Guard," a
student of Professor Fowler's quotes Howard
Arnold Walter: "I would be brave for there is much
to ________"

39. A hobby of Serling's that is evident in The



________"
62. One writer of the original series, Richard

_________.

Twilight Zone episode "Steel"
40. From the episode "And When the Sky Was

Opened," the final news article title reads "______
Spaceman Completes Journey; Lands in Desert"

45. Millicent Barnes is haunted by her ___________
in the episode "Mirror Image."

47. Name of the character who tragically breaks his
glasses in the episode "Time Enough at Last"

48. From the episode "The Last Flight," the nickname
of Mackaye: Old _____________

50. From the episode "Judgement Night," the name of
the ship: S.S. Queen of _________

52. In the episode titled "To Serve Man," the
Kanamits' book actually turns out to be a
_________.

54. One writer of the original series, Earl _________
Jr.

55. The college in Ohio which Serling attended, and
eventually taught at.

58. From the episode "I am the Night - Color Me
Black": "Do you know why it's dark? Do you
know why it's night all around us? Do you know
what the blackness is? It's the ______ he felt..."

59. From the episode "Long Live Walter Jameson":
"It's death that gives this world its point. We love a
rose because we know it'll soon be gone. Who ever
loved a ______?"


